EVENTS
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EVENTS TO
REMEMBER
ARKEN is more than a museum packed with
world-class art; it’s also a fantastic place to hold
an event. The magnificent architecture,
sculpture park, beach and ideal parking
facilities, combined with the Concert &
Conference Hall, the Film Hall and several
smaller spaces in the museum, form the perfect
setting for all types of events.
Quality always takes pride of place at ARKEN.
ARKENs chef and his team offer innovative and
delicious dining experiences.
Whether it’s a meeting for two, or an event for
700 guests, together we can create and
customize an event to remember.
Contact us for information about ARKEN’s
facilities and hear more about how we create a
unique event for you.
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FILM HALL

• Room for 145 people
• Sophisticated AV equipment
• Comfortable seats
• Outstanding acoustics

THE ASGER JORN
GALLERY

• Permanently installed projector
• A meeting room amidst art
• Ca. 100 m2
3

CONCERT &
CONFERENCE HALL

THE DAMIEN HIRST
GALLERY

THE DETLEFS HALL

• Room for 280 people seated
• Wide range of sophisticated AV equipment
• 12 metre wide projection screen and 10,000
ANSI lumens projector
• Ca. 350 m2

• Room for ca. 600 people standing
• Works by the world-famous English
artist Damien Hirst
• Ca. 500 m2

THE BUSINESS CLUB
ROOM

ARKEN CAFÉ

OUTDOOR
AREAS

• Seating for 12 people
• 75” LED screen with ClickShare
• Lots of daylight and a grand view

• Seating for 110 people
• Exciting architecture
• Grand view of Køge Bay

• A unique experience amidst art
• Daylight option
• Ca. 350 m2

The area around ARKEN
is inviting for art walks,
team-building and perhaps
even a kayak tour

Events │ Capacity & Technical specifications

Venue

Capacity

Technical specifications

Theatre

Sit down
dinner
(square )

Sit down
dinner
(round)

Reception
tables

Reception

m2

Height
m

Beamer &
screen

Sound

Doors
HxW
m

The Business Club Room

-

12

-

-

-

32

2,40+

Yes

Yes

2 x 0,9

The Asger Jorn Gallery

60

40

32

70

150

100

4,0

Yes

Yes

3x4

ARKEN CAFÉ

-

110

-

130

150

470

2,85+

No

No

-

DETLEFS HALL

300

220

112

250

450

350

5,5

Yes

(Yes)

The Damien Hirst Gallery

220

280

140

350

600

500

5,9

No

No

Concert- & Konference Hall

320

306

120

250

450

350

8,1

Yes

Yes

3,8 x 1,8

Film Hall

145

-

-

-

-

8,1

Yes

Yes

2,2 x 1,6

2 x 1,8
-

THE FILM HALL
– The intimate room

The Film Hall offers 145 stationary, particularly
comfortable seats. If you want close contact
and dialogue with the audience, this room
is the perfect setting. Whether you want to
present a new product, review a strategy
document or invite people to an exclusive film
showing.
It is possible to give most talks without a
microphone. The crescent shaped structure of
the room provides fantastic acoustics.
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CONCERT &
CONFERENCE HALL
– The scene is set....

You can use the museum’s largest and most
flexible hall for a wide variety of functions.
The hall can be easily and quickly adapted to
your needs and is therefore ideal for “quick
change conferences”, where a conference for
presenting specialized papers can quickly be
transformed into a dinner with white
tablecloths and special lighting effects.
The large hall is an obvious choice for
everything from automobile launches to
trade fair arrangements with stands and POS
material.
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THE DAMIEN HIRST
GALLERY
– Bright and spacious

In the Damien Hirst Gallery, which is also the
museum’s foyer, you are surrounded by
Scandinavia’s biggest collection of works by
the English star artist Damien Hirst.
The gallery is ideal for receptions and
networking meetings or for catering in
connection with events in the Concert &
Conference Hall or the Film Hall.
The Damien Hirst Gallery has beautiful wooden
floors, a high ceiling, views of the sky and
direct access to both the Concert &
Conference Hall and the Film Hall.
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THE DETLEFS HALL
– In the midst of the art

In the DETLEFS HALL you will experience a
different, beautiful setting right at the heart of
ARKEN. The gallery offers a beautiful wooden
floor and works by the German artist Anselm
Reyle, who works with ‘bling bling’ effects and
a sophisticated recycling aesthetic.
The DETLEFS HALL is the gallery that gives you
the strongest impression of being in the midst
of the art, and is a unique location for dinners,
receptions, meetings or product launches.
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THE ASGER JORN
GALLERY
– Exclusive meeting room

In the Asger Jorn Gallery you can hold your
meetings and presentations surrounded by
Asger Jorn’s fantastic, intensely-coloured wall
paintings from the art dealer Børge Birch’s
holiday home on the island of Læsø.
The gallery is ideal for board meetings, small
networking events and courses. The meeting
room is a direct extension of the galleries that
house the special exhibitions.
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THE BUSINESS CLUB
ROOM
– View across Køge Bay
In the Business Club Room you can enjoy a
spectacular view of Køge Bay.
In the triangular room a boardroom table
for 12 people is set up. Fixtures include a 75”
LED screen with ClickShare for showing your
presentations. The private patio is for use by
appointment.
BUSINESS CLUB ARKEN
As a member of BUSINESS CLUB ARKEN you
have the opportunity to use the museum’s
unique architectural setting and stimulating
exhibitions to create memorable experiences
for your clients and staff.
Some of the membership benefits:
• Free use of the Business Club Room
• 150 free tickets a year to the museum’s
special exhibitions
• Pre-openings and networking events
• Discounts on among other things conference
packages, catering and guided tours.
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ARKEN CAFÉ
– With panoramic view

Outside ARKEN’s opening hours you have the
opportunity to use the beautiful café. The café
hangs like a lifeboat on the side of ARKEN.
Inside, the solid plank flooring recalls the deck
of a ship. The maritime atmosphere is
completed by the view across Køge Bay. The
space is ideal for dinners, receptions and
parties of up to ca. 100 people.
Catering – haute cuisine for everyone
ARKEN takes pride in incorporating the
culinary as a large part of the event experience
at the museum – with a starting point in local,
preferably organic raw materials and the
changes of the seasons, our chef composes
and customizes a menu for each event.
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Outdoor areas
Welcome to The Art Island
ARKEN has a unique location in the beautiful
landscape of Ishøj Beach Park, just 20 minutes
from Copenhagen city center and with a view
across Køge Bay. The museum is on The Art
Island – a green leisure-oriented area where
bridges, water, forest and dunes form the
primary ele-ments. A lagoon winds all the way
around the museum and allows you to see
ARKEN’s maritime architecture from the water –
for example sailing in a kayak. Several bridges
connect The Art Island with the surrounding
landscape and with the parking areas, which
are located outside the island.
The ARKEN sculpture park
On The Art Island you can take a walk in the
ARKEN sculpture park and encounter works
from the museum’s collection which in various
ways involve the viewer. Take a break on Jeppe
Hein’s zig-zag-shaped bench, arm-hang your
way along Olafur Eliasson’s dome-shaped
sculpture, or enjoy the sight of Eva Steen
Christensen’s beautifully ornamented marble
blocks.
In the museum’s forecourt you are greeted by
ARKEN’s landmark work, the artist duo
Elmgreen & Dragset’s fun equestrian statue of a
jubilant boy on his high horse – welcome!
Beautiful natural surroundings
ARKEN is situated in a large recreational
land-scape and leisure area where you can
bathe, sail, surf and fish. As a neighbour to
ARKEN we have the cozy yachting harbour Ishøj
Havn.
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ENTRANCE

THE DETLEFS HALL

Contact:
ARKEN Museum of Modern Art
Skovvej 100
DK 2635 Ishøj
Phone: + 45 51 67 02 03
E-mail: events@arken.dk, www.arken.dk
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